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A Birthday Lunch
This work is the author's memoir of his life, his parents, and the upstate New York town they all struggled variously to
escape. Anyone familiar with the author's fiction will recognize Gloversville, New York, once famous for producing that
eponymous product and anything else made of leather. This is where the author grew up, the only son of an aspirant
mother and a good-time, second-fiddle father who were born into this close-knit community. But by the time of his
childhood in the 1950s, prosperity was inexorably being replaced by poverty and illness (often tannery-related), everyone
barely scraping by under a very low horizon. A world elsewhere was the dream his mother instilled in Rick, and strived for
herself, and their subsequent adventures and tribulations, recounted here, only to prove lifelong, as would Gloversville's
fearsome grasp on them both.

Aftermath
'A satisfyingly intriguing, wish-you-were-here read' Guardian A body is found showing marks of Satanism. Bruno, chief of
police must track down a murderer while quelling his town's superstitious fears in this charming mystery, part of an
internationally bestselling series It is springtime France's Périgord, a time of beauty and calm. But not for Bruno, chief of
police of the small town of St Denis. A woman's body has been found on a boat, bearing signs of a black magic ritual. Bruno
has too much on his plate as it is - mediating a domestic abuse case that needs careful handling and a dodgy local
development proposal that seems just too good to be true. But a murder case must take precedent and the roots of this one
lie buried deep in the past - linked to a chateau above a bend in the river, to the reclusive old woman who lives there, and
to the secret hidden in the Devil's Cave. 'A first-rate mystery' Entertainment Weekly
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Bruno, Chief of Police
The fifth installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. In this exclusive
eBook, St. Denis is experiencing its coldest winter in years—bringing the promise of snow and shared chocolats chauds in
the village’s cafés—and Bruno is occupied with his Christmastime duties. From organizing carolers to playing Father
Christmas for the local schoolchildren, Bruno has his hands full . . . at least until some funds raised for charity go missing.
Then it’s up to Bruno to save the day (and perhaps manage a Christmas miracle) in this charming holiday installment of
Walker’s best-selling series.

The Templars' Last Secret
'Walker is brilliant at capturing the murderous charms of rural France, with the aid of his charming St Denis chief of police
Bruno' DAILY MIRROR Bruno, chef de police, can't get a moment's peace. He's uncovered a cache of old bank notes and is
also dealing with a wave of burglaries. The victims include the recently retired head of Britain's Joint Intelligence
Committee, which brings old flame Isabelle back to St Denis. The next burglary ends in murder: the victim's bludgeoned
body found by his lover - the prime suspect Martin Walker is a prize-winning journalist and the author of several acclaimed
works of non-fiction, as well as the Bruno Courrèges mystery series.

Bruno and the Carol Singers
In south-west France, WW2 casts the longest shadow when some rare bank notes are discovered, notes that may have links
to the legendary Neuvic train robbery in 1944 in the sixth internationally-bestselling case for Bruno, chief of police In St
Denis, Bruno, chef de police, can't get a moment's rest. Some rare bank notes have come to light that may have links to the
legendary Neuvic train robbery in 1944. The investigation is fraught with issues. Bruno is also dealing with a wave of local
burglaries, which have brought his old flame, Isabelle - and their complicated history - back to the town. Worse is to come.
Tasked with piecing together these past crimes, Bruno now finds he has the more pressing matter of a body on his hands.
He must now trace the links between past and present to restore peace in St Denis.

The Dordogne Mysteries: Bruno, Chief of Police, the early cases
When a local's troubling death is linked to a Russian oligarch and his multinational conglomerate, Bruno faces one of his
toughest cases yet, one that brings together a French notary and a rock star--and, of course, Bergerac red and white. It's
summer in the Dordogne. The heirs of a Périgordian sheep farmer learn that they have been disinherited, and their father's
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estate sold to an insurance company in return for a policy that will place him in a five-star retirement home for the rest of
his life. But the farmer never gets his life of luxury--he dies before moving in. Was it a natural death? Was there foul play?
Bruno begins the investigation that leads him to several shadowy insurance companies owned by a Russian oligarch with a
Cypriot passport. The companies are based in Cyprus, Malta, and Luxembourg, but Bruno finds a weak spot in France: the
Russian's France-based notaire and insurance agent. As Bruno is pursuing this lead, the oligarch's daughter turns up in the
Périgord, and complications ensue, eventually bringing the action to the château of an aging rock star. But, as ever, Bruno
makes time for lunch amid it all.

The Book of Adam and Eve
"Originally published in slightly different form in Great Britain by Quercus Publishing"--Title page verso.

The Chocolate War
The third installment in thed elightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. Something dangerous
is afoot in St. Denis. In the space of a few weeks, the normally sleepy village sees attacks on Vietnamese vendors, arson at
a local Asian restaurant, subpar truffles from China smuggled into outgoing shipments at a nearby market—all of it
threatening the Dordogne’s truffle trade, worth millions of dollars each year, and all of it spelling trouble for Benoît “Bruno”
Courrèges, master chef, devoted oenophile, and, most important, beloved chief of police. When one of his hunting partners,
a noted truffle expert, is murdered, Bruno’s investigation into the murky events unfolding around St. Denis becomes
infinitely more complicated. His friend wasn’t just a connoisseur of French delicacies, he was a former high-profile
intelligence agent—and someone wanted him dead. As the strange crimes continue, Bruno’s detective work takes him from
sunlit markets to dim cafés, from luxurious feasts to tense negotiations—from all of the paradisial pleasures of the region to
its shadowy underworld—and reunites him with a lost love, an ambitious policewoman also assigned to the case. Filled with
an abundance of food and wine (including, bien sûr, many, many truffles) and a soupçon of romance, Black Diamond is a
deliciously entertaining concoction that delivers all the complexity and delights of the Dordogne itself.

The Dancing Girls
Antoine Verlaque, the handsome chief magistrate of Aix and his sometimes love interest, law professor Marine Bonnet,
investigate the death of a local French nobleman who fell from the family château in charming and historic Aix-en-Provence.
Original. 35,000 first printing.
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Death at the Château Bremont
When victims are found in dancing poses, Detective Jo Fournier immediately sees the pattern, but how can a serial killer get
to victims all over the country? When loving wife Jeanine Hammond is found dead in a small leafy town in Massachusetts,
newly promoted Detective Jo Fournier is shocked to her core. Why leave her body posed like a ballerina? Why steal her
wedding band and nothing else? Hungry for answers, Jo questions Jeanine's husband, but the heart-breaking pain written on
his face threatens to tear open Jo's old wounds. It's the same pain she felt when her boyfriend was cruelly shot dead by a
gang in their hometown of New Orleans. She couldn't get justice for him, but she's determined to get justice for Jeanine's
devastated family. But before Jo can get answers, another woman is found, wedding ring stolen, body posed in the same
ritualistic way. Digging through old files, Jo makes a terrifying link to a series of cold cases. She knows a serial killer is on
the loose, but nobody will listen to the truth - not her bosses, nor the FBI. Still, Jo won't let her superiors keep her from
stopping the murderer in his tracks, even if it means the end of her career. Just as she is beginning to lose hope, she finds
messages on the victims' computers that feel like the crucial missing link. But she knows the murderer is moments away
from selecting his next victim. Will she be able to take down the most twisted killer of her career before another innocent
life is lost?

Bruno and the Carol Singers
The ninth installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. Bruno’s village of St.
Denis has been called many things, but a hotbed of international intrigue has never been one of them . . . until now. When
an undercover agent is found murdered just as a prodigal son is set to retun from a grim tour in the Middle East, the small
town suddenly finds itself host to a determined global tribunal, threatening the usual cheer brought by St. Denis’s annual
wine festival. With clever twists and action aplenty, The Children Return is a journey to St. Denis that readers won’t soon
forget.

The Caves of Perigord
The first three cases for Bruno, Chief of Police of St Denis in the Dordogne. The perfect escapist read for a winter's night.
'The Maigret of the Dordogne' - Antony Beevor DEATH IN THE DORDOGNE Bruno investigates the death of a local North
African patriarch, in a case whose solution may lie in that most fraught part of recent French history: the Second World War.
St Denis was part of Vichy France, with a strong Resistance movement. Will the people of St Denis allow Bruno to dig up
their past in order to find the killer? THE DARK VINEYARD A Californian wine producer is planning to set up a wine-making
business in the St Denis valley. The locals aren't happy, and when a violent death occurs at the vineyard, Bruno will have to
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draw on all his local knowledge to reach the truth. BLACK DIAMOND The black truffles of the Dordogne are world-famous
and extremely valuable. But their price is being driven down by cheaper, adulterated truffles from China, and it seems
Chinese organised crime is behind the fraud. A vicious murder in St Denis points Bruno in the direction of the scam. Will he
be able to sniff out the culprit, and find the killer? 'A satisfyingly intriguing, wish-you-were-here read' Guardian

The Patriarch
Bennie Rosato is fighting the battle of her life -- against her own twin. The action starts innocently enough, with a stolen
wallet, but in no time events escalate and the twin wreaks havoc that can be created only by a dead ringer. Her twin tries to
destroy Bennie's law firm, Rosato & Associates, and then strikes at her very heart -- which just happens to be otherwise
engaged by a handsome, hunky stranger with the perfect amount of chest hair. But when a brutal murder occurs, Bennie
realizes that the stakes have turned deadly. And the face of evil looks like her own.

A Taste for Vengeance
The first installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. Meet Benoît
Courrèges, aka Bruno, a policeman in a small village in the South of France. He’s a former soldier who has embraced the
pleasures and slow rhythms of country life. He has a gun but never wears it; he has the power to arrest but never uses it.
But then the murder of an elderly North African who fought in the French army changes all that. Now Bruno must balance
his beloved routines—living in his restored shepherd’s cottage, shopping at the local market, drinking wine, strolling the
countryside—with a politically delicate investigation. He’s paired with a young policewoman from Paris and the two suspect
anti-immigrant militants. As they learn more about the dead man’s past, Bruno’s suspicions turn toward a more complex
motive. "Enjoyable. Martin Walker plots with the same finesse with which Bruno can whip up a truffle omelette, and both
have a clear appreciation for a life tied to the land." —The Christian Science Monitor "A nice literary pairing with the slowfood movement. [It is] lovelyto linger at the table." —Entertainment Weekly "A wonderfully crafted novel as satisfying as a
French pastry but with none of the guilt or calories." —Tuscon Citizen's Journal

Bruno and le Pere Noel
A wealthy, politically powerful man plots to assassinate all the inmates in the Texas state prison system in a single night.
Driven by vengeance for his daughter's murder and frustration with the growing criminal problems of the state, he sets his
plan into action in the waning days of his life. A detective discovers the plan and attempts to stop it.
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The Body in the Castle Well
The Crowded Grave
Goes beyond the headlines of the Marshall Plan, the Berlin Airlift, Korea, and Vietnam to take an in-depth look at the
situation of the United States before, during, and after the Cold War

The Cold War
Dead Ringer
Working off the shores of Southwest Florida, marine biologist Doc Ford becomes involved with a woman sailor, his uncle
claims to have discovered the Fountain of Youth, and the law descends in search of three missing men. Reprint. NYT.

A Market Tale
In the early hours of a sweet May morning, two Yorkshire police officers investigating a “domestic” stumble upon the very
worst of crimes – the sexual torture and murder of a young teenage girl. Moments later, one of the officers is felled by a
machete blow, and his rookie, female partner takes out her disgust and fury on the murderer, battering him to death. This is
the intensely dramatic, wrenching beginning to the twelfth in Peter Robinson’s award-winning and internationally
bestselling Inspector Banks series. The task of investigating Probationary PC Janet Taylor’s actions falls to DI Annie Cabbot,
Banks’s lover. This complication to his love life unsettles Banks, but he keeps his mind on his job, one that becomes
immeasurably more difficult when the bodies of other teenage girls are found buried in the torturer’s garden. Who are these
girls? Why weren’t they all reported missing? These are difficult questions, yet the central question Banks has to answer is
how much did the murderer’s wife know? Was she, too, the victim of a sick and twisted man, as she claims, or was she an
accomplice? This compelling story is at its heart a deeply sensitive, astute, and ultimately unforgettable exploration of the
nature and long-lasting effects of crime and of victimhood. Its intelligence, honesty, and moments of grace lift Aftermath
out of the confines of genre fiction and place it in the first rank of novels on crime. From the Hardcover edition.

Black Diamond
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A Recipe for Success Take a rural commune in the heart of the Dordogne and a one-man police department by the name of
Bruno. Add a brutal murder with the hallmarks of a racial crime against immigrant workers from North Africa. Season with
clues that point to unsettled feuds from the Nazi legacy of the Second World War. Serve with Gallic charm in all good
bookshops as the first book in a brilliant crime fiction series. Set in the street markets, cobbled squares, vineyards and
farmland of the Dordogne area of France, Bruno, Chief of Police features Captain Bruno Courrèges, a man as charming and
eccentric as he is wise. A formidable investigator, Bruno must rise to the challenge when the head of an Algerian family is
murdered and the peace of Bruno’s beloved village of St. Denis is shattered. Racism is the obvious conclusion, and the son
of a local doctor who is caught playing sex games surrounded by Nazi paraphernalia is the immediate suspect. But Bruno
knows his people well and sees a more complex explanation lurking in the memories and unsettled feuds of the German
occupation. This addictively readable novel, filled with the sights and sounds—and politics—of the French countryside,
launches a stunning new crime fiction series.

The Poacher's Son
When Claudia Muller, a young American woman, turns up dead in the courtyard of an ancient castle in his jurisdiction,
Bruno Courrèges initially assumes that she died of an overdose. But Claudia's doctor soon persuades him that things may
not be so simple, setting Bruno on an investigation that will lead him from the Renaissance to the French Resistance and
beyond. Claudia had been studying with Monsieur de Bourdeille, a renowned art historian who became extraordinarily
wealthy through the sale of paintings that may have been falsely attributed--or so Claudia suggested shortly before her
death. In his younger days, Bourdeille had aided the Resistance and been arrested by a Vichy police officer whose own life
story also becomes inexorably entangled with the case. Also in the mix is a young falconer who works at the Château des
Milandes, the former home of fabled jazz singer Josephine Baker. Once again, it's up to Bruno to make sure that justice is
served--along with a generous helping of his signature Périgordian cuisine, of course.

The Children Return
In the French port city of Marseilles, Chief Inspector Daniel Jacquot, a former rugby star with a taste for good food, wine,
and the blues, investigates a series of terrifying murders in which the beautiful female victims are found beaten to death
and submerged in water. A first novel. 15,000 first printing.

The Devil's Cave
The fifth installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. In this exclusive
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eBook, St. Denis is experiencing its coldest winter in years—bringing the promise of snow and shared chocolats chauds in
the village’s cafés—and Bruno is occupied with his Christmastime duties. From organizing carolers to playing Father
Christmas for the local schoolchildren, Bruno has his hands full . . . at least until some funds raised for charity go missing.
Then it’s up to Bruno to save the day (and perhaps manage a Christmas miracle) in this charming holiday installment of
Walker’s best-selling series.

The Dark Vineyard
When not solving mysteries in his beloved little town of St. Denis, Bruno, the chief of police, likes to cook and share his
meals with local guests and dear friends. For his friend Florence’s birthday, Bruno is preparing a surprise. But, like much
else in St. Denis, it’s a communal effort, and one that Bruno pulls off with a little help from the countryside and the town. He
finds an ancient hand axe in the ground during his morning run with his dog Balzac—it will make a spectacular gift—picks
up newspapers for wrapping by the medical center, and gathers fresh nettles from by his chicken coop and thyme from his
garden for soup and garnish. It’ll be the perfect day for Bruno and his guests to celebrate their collective history. A Vintage
Shorts original. An ebook short.

Elsewhere
Bruno's day has not started well. A summit to be held in a local château is threatened by Basque separatists, and animal
rights campaigners are causing havoc. Up to his ears with ETA and PETA, he's not even had time for lunch. And it's about to
get worse. A local archaeological team unearths a well-preserved skeleton. Yet it's a lot more recent than they'd hoped boasting a Swatch on its wrist and a bullet-hole in its skull. With an influx of visitors making Saint Denis almost as crowded
as the excavation's grave, the key appears to lie with one of these outsiders. Bruno must think fast and keep his wits about
him. Especially as the answer may lie a little closer to home.

The Resistance Man
Desperate and alone, game warden Mike Bowditch strikes up an uneasy alliance with a retired warden pilot, and together
the two men journey deep into the Maine wilderness in search of a runaway fugitive--Mike's father. But the only way for
Mike to save his father is to find the real killer--which could mean putting everyone he loves in the line of fire.

A Taste for Vengeance
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Chosen by Denis Lehane for his eponymous imprint, Ivy Pochoda’s Visitation Street is a riveting literary mystery set against
the rough-hewn backdrop of the New York waterfront in Red Hook. It’s summertime in Red Hook, Brooklyn, a blue-collar
dockside neighborhood. June and Val, two fifteen-year-olds, take a raft out onto the bay at night to see what they can see.
And then they disappear. Only Val will survive, washed ashore; semi-conscious in the weeds. This shocking event will echo
through the lives of a diverse cast of Red Hook residents. Fadi, the Lebanese bodega owner, hopes that his shop will be the
place to share neighborhood news and troll for information about June’s disappearance. Cree, just beginning to pull it
together after his father’s murder, unwittingly makes himself the chief suspect, but an enigmatic and elusive guardian is
determined to keep him safe. Val contends with the shadow of her missing friend and a truth she buries deep inside. Her
teacher Jonathan, a Julliard School dropout and barfly, wrestles with dashed dreams and a past riddled with tragic sins.

Visitation Street
When a British tourist fails to turn up for a luxurious cooking vacation in the idyllic village in the south of France that Bruno
Courrèges calls home, the chief of police is quickly on the case. Monika Felder is nowhere to be found, and her husband, a
retired British general, is unreachable. Not long after Bruno discovers that Monika was traveling with a mysterious Irishman
with a background in intelligence, the two turn up dead. Was she running away? How much does her husband really know?
Meanwhile, the star of the girls’ rugby team is pregnant, jeopardizing her chances of being named to the French national
squad. Bruno’s search for the truth in both cases leads him in some unexpected directions—but as ever, he and his friends
find time along the way to savor the culinary delights of the region.

Bruno, Chief of Police
It’s the last market day before Christmas and Bruno, Chief of Police, is preparing for a traditional gastronomic feast. But,
never off duty for long, Bruno is called to action when he receives information that a prisoner on parole has gone missing,
last seen heading for St. Denis, where his ex-wife and son live. The goose, the oysters, his English girlfriend’s Christmas
pudding and Bruno’s famous mulled wine will just have to wait…

Oystercatcher
In this riveting sequel to Martin Walker’s internationally acclaimed novel Bruno, Chief of Police, some of France’s great
pleasures—wine, passion and intrigue—converge in a dark chain of events that threaten the peaceful village of Saint-Denis.
Benoît (Bruno) Courrèges—devoted friend, cuisinier extraordinaire and the town’s only municipal policeman—rushes to the
scene when a research station for genetically modified crops is burned down outside Saint-Denis. Bruno immediately
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suspects a group of fervent environmentalists who live nearby, but the fire is only the first in a string of mysteries centering
on the region’s fertile soil. Then a bevy of winemakers descends on Saint-Denis, competing for its land and spurring
resentment among the villagers. Romances blossom. Hearts are broken. Some of the sensual pleasures of the town—a
dinner of a truffle omelette and grilled bécasses, a community grape-crushing—provide an opportunity for both warm
friendship and bitter hostilities to form. The town’s rivals—Max, an environmentalist who hopes to make organic wine;
Jacqueline, a flirtatious, newly arrived Québécoise; and Fernando, the heir to an American wine fortune—act increasingly
erratically. Events grow ever darker, culminating in two suspicious deaths, and Bruno finds that the problems of the present
are never far from those of the past. A splendid mystery—and a delectable serving of the pleasures of France.

The Man Who Invented Florida
The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most comprehensive and complete esoteric encyclopedia ever written. The
sheer scope and ambition of this book are stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has successfully distilled the essence of more
arcane subjects than one would think possible. This book explores the themes underlying ancient mythology, philosophy,
and religion. Unrivaled in its beauty and completeness, it distills ancient and modern teachings of nearly 600 experts.

The Coldest Case
In a brilliant and ambitious thriller that combines elements of Jean Auel's The Clan of the Cave Bear and Ken Follett's The
Pillars of the Earth into a riveting, multifaceted tale of love, art, courage, and war, Martin Walker brings to life the creation
of an extraordinary work of prehistoric cave art and the struggle to possess it in our own time. Walker's richly interwoven
novel opens with the arrival of a mysterious package for a young American woman working in a London auction house.
Brought by a British officer, it contains a 17,000-year-old fragment of a cave painting left to him by his father, a former
World War II hero. The fragment, significant and stunning in itself, is also the key to the existence of an un-known cave that
may be more important in the history of art and human creation than the world-famous one at Lascaux. It triggers a storm
of publicity and commands the attention of the French authorities all the way up to the President of the Republic, who
seems to know more about the painting's origins than anyone else As the young American woman, the British officer, and a
French government art historian explore the ancient province of Périgord to determine the painting's origins, their search
serves as backdrop for three compelling stories. There is the tale of the British officer's father who lands in Nazi-occupied
France in 1944 to organize the Resistance, culminating in a series of battles to prevent the SS Das Reich Panzer Division
from reaching the Normandy beaches in time to repel the D-Day invasion, which leads to an account of the subsequent
discovery -- and cover-up -- of the lost cave and its paintings. And there is also the moving story of the young artist who
painted them, the woman he loved, and the ancient culture that produced the first recognizable human art but required the
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sacrifice of its own creators. Filled with vivid, historically accurate details and imaginative re-creations of prehistoric life,
The Caves of Périgord blends a complex plot and richly diverse characters into a seamless narrative of romance, tragedy,
and heroism from past to present.

America Reborn
A Vintage Shorts Original Called upon to assist in an investigation of oyster thieves at the Bay of Arcachon by the
Commissaire Pleven of the Bordeaux police, beloved chief of police Bruno relishes an opportunity to momentarily reunite
with the beautiful and ambitious Isabelle. Bruno is only a rural policeman, and he’s there for support and, if he’s being
frank, skeptical of the whole mission. But when he and Isabelle witness strange activity out in the bay one evening--Bruno
gets thrust into the center of action he had never bargained for. An ebook short.

Jacquot and the Waterman
Here is the story of America in the twentieth century as told through the lives of twenty-six of its most remarkable and
historically crucial men and women. The people Martin Walker has chosen to portray are presidents, industrialists, artists,
thinkers, entertainers, soldiers, spies, criminals, and evangelists, among others, and he makes the life of each individual
serve as a framework for a discussion of the nation as a whole in a century when it was reinventing itself. Through Theodore
Roosevelt, Walker examines America's ambition; through Woodrow Wilson, our idealism; through FDR, our triumph on the
world stage; through Richard Nixon, our retreat into cynicism; through Bill Clinton, globalization and controversy about the
right way to use America's unprecedented power. In Henry Ford he finds the creator of both the mass-market product and
the mass-market consumer, and in Walt Disney, the revolutionizer not only of America's entertainment but also of the
world's. William Boeing is the innovator who spurs the behemoth of American aviation; Walter Reuther defines labor's
struggles; George C. Marshall represents the spread of America's economic genius in a war-ravaged Europe. In the lives of
Duke Ellington, Frank Lloyd Wright, Katharine Hepburn, and John Steinbeck, Walker traces America's far-reaching cultural
influences. Babe Ruth leads to a consideration of the role of sports in our society; William F. Buckley, Jr., to a discussion of
conservatism; Martin Luther King, Jr., to matters of race; Betty Friedan to the shifting role of women; Billy Graham to an
examination of religion; Emma Goldman to minority viewpoints and dissent; Black Jack Pershing to the place of the military;
Lucky Luciano to crime and corruption; Albert Einstein to immigration; Richard Bissell to spies and the intelligence network;
Alan Greenspan to finance and banking; and Winston Churchill to the American diaspora. At once intimate and wideranging, America Reborn is an altogether engrossing work of narrative history.

Fatal Pursuit
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The eighth installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. Between the
seventeenth-century mairie and the stone bridge over the river that winds through town, the village of St. Denis hosts its
weekly market, as well-stocked with local gossip as with fresh produce and pâtés. As summer blooms, the newest talk of
the town is the rapport between Kati, a Swiss tourist, and Marcel, a popular stall owner whom Kati meets over his choice
strawberries. None are happier than police chief Bruno to see Marcel, a young widower, interested in love again, but as his
friend’s romance deepens, Bruno senses trouble in the form of Marcel’s meddlesome sister Nadette. Even as Kati begins to
put down roots in St. Denis, vending her delicious baking in the market, it seems the overbearing Nadette will stop at
nothing to make her feel unwelcome. When her schemes reach the limits of law, Bruno takes it upon himself to set things
right. An eBook short. A Vintage Short.

The Resistance Man
The eleventh installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. A pair of
murders, a romance, and rivals in pursuit of a long-lost vintage car make for another mystery for Bruno, chief of police. It’s
the start of summer, and Bruno’s found himself the last-minute replacement navigator in a car rally race. The event has
attracted a spate of outsiders with deep pockets, big egos and, in the case of one young Englishman, an intriguing story
about a lost Bugatti Type 57C. Having disappeared somewhere in France during World War II, and worth millions of dollars,
it’s among the most beautiful cars ever made, driving its pursuers mad with greed. When a local scholar turns up dead,
Bruno suspects unnatural causes. Still, while life may offer its challenges—often in the form of distractingly comely
Parisiennes—there is always time for a good bottle and a home-cooked meal.

The Resistance Man
Early on summer mornings, police chief Bruno enjoys wandering the stalls of the weekly market in the village of St. Denis as
they are being loaded with wares—ducks, oysters, wooden toys, used books, exotic teas and now, even miniskirts and
cellphone cases. St. Denis is changing. But when Bruno’s old friend Léopold from Senegal and his young nephew Cali start
selling African coffee and chocolate more cheaply than Bruno’s old friend Fauquet at his café across the square—Fauquet
starts to lose his clientele and a competition erupts between the vendors. As a local taxpayer, Fauquet seeks protection
against unfair competition while Leopold and Cali seek the right to do business fairly and protection from the anti-immigrant
café-owners in nearby towns. As the rivalry escalates, it’s up to Bruno to find a way for the neighbors of St. Denis to make
peace. A Vintage Shorts original. An ebook short.

The Shooting at Chateau Rock
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When a woman’s body is found at the foot of a cliff near the idyllic French town of St. Denis, chief of police Bruno Courrèges
suspects a connection to the great ruin that stands above: a long-ago Knights Templar stronghold. With the help of Amélie,
a young newcomer to the Dordogne, Bruno learns that the dead woman was an archaeologist searching for a religious
artifact of incredible importance. And her ties to Islamic terrorists—not to mention the return of an old flame of Bruno’s,
who is assigned to work with him on the case—only heightens the pressure to unravel the centuries-old mystery. As Bruno
works to connect the tangled threads of past and present, he nonetheless finds time, naturellement, to enjoy the wine,
food, and beauty of the Périgord region.

The Secret Teachings of All Ages
The seventh installment in the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno. It's summer in St.
Denis for chief of police Bruno Courrèges, and that means a new season of cases. This time there are three weighing on his
mind. First, there’s the evidence that a veteran of the French Resistance is connected to a notorious train robbery; then, the
burglary of a former British spymaster's estate; and, finally, the murder of an antiques dealer whose lover is conveniently
on the lam. As Bruno investigates, it becomes clear that they are connected--however, figuring out how will take every skill
he possesses. Add in juggling the complex affections of two powerful women, maneuvering village politics, and managing
his irrepressible puppy, Balzac, and Bruno has his hands full once again.
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